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 Oohrolechia tartarea, Massal.-COhidley Peninsula.
 DISTRIBUTION. Lapland, Scandinavia.

 Nephroma aroticum, Fr.-Chidley Peninsula, Ause Sablon, Nain.
 Hopedale.

 DISTRIBUTION. Lapland.

 Solorina crocea, Ach.-Chidley Peninsula.
 DISTRIBUTION. Scandinavia.

 Gyrophora sp.-Chidley Peninsula.

 Pertusaria sp.-Chidley Peninsula.

 FUNGI.

 Cantharellus aurantiacus, Fr.-Chidley Peninsula.
 DISTRIBUTION. Scandinavia.

 Bovista nigrescens, L.-Chidley Peninsula.
 DISTRIBUTION. Scandinavia.

 Russula sp.-Chidley Peninsula.

 XVII.-DISTILLATION OF CAMPHOR.

 (Cinnamomum Camphora, Nees.)

 The subject of Camphor was discussed in the volume of the
 Kew Bulletin for 1899; its distillation is dealt with on p. 61. In
 a recent communication from the Government of Madras (Revenue
 Department, G.O., 1013, dated October 10th, 1906) this part of the
 subject has been further dealt with, and an extract from a lecture
 delivered on May 14th, 1906, before the Ceylon Agricultural Society,
 by Mr. M. K. Bamber, is given in full. The extract, which is of
 value as supplementing the previous accounts of the process, is
 now reprinted.

 " The still required for the purpose is of the simplest description
 and very similar to that used by the Japanese in Formosa, with
 slight improvements in the condensers as perfect condensation is
 absolutely essential for success. The slightest smell of escaping
 camphor may mean a loss of 20 per cent. or more as has been
 proved by several experiments, and the two means of preventing
 it and obtaining the maximum proportion of camphor to oil
 are absolute condensation and slow distillation with a minimum
 of heat.

 " The still may consist of an ordinary wooden cask, but is better
 if somewhat conical in shape and should be about 6 feet high,
 3 feet diameter at the bottom and 2 feet 6 inches at the top, and
 have a close fitting door at the lower end for the removal of the
 refuse prunings. The top or a portion of it must be removable
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 but capable of being hermetically closed. From near the top a
 large diameter bamboo 5 feet to 7 feet long passes to the con-
 densing boxes of wood placed in a suitable tank and connected
 with short lengths of similar bamboo. The still has a perforated
 bottom and stands over an iron basin built into a small stone
 or brick furnace. The basin about 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet in
 diameter is fitted with a supply tube for adding water as required
 and an overflow pipe closed with a plug during distillations. The
 condensing boxes consist of bottomless boxes of suitable size
 having three or more partitions in each with communications at
 opposite ends of each division to insure thorough circulation of
 the camphor and water vapours. The tops of the boxes are
 hermetically closed about 1 inch below the upper edges and the
 boxes are stood in the tank as mentioned above being connected
 by short bamboo lengths. Cold water from a stream flows from a
 pipe or bamboo on the top of each box and then overflows into
 the tank which has an outlet pipe 2 inches to 3 inches from the
 bottom. By this means a water seal 3 inches deep is kept round
 the bottom of the boxes. The mixture of camphor vapour and
 steam from the still enters the first box just above the water level,
 circulates round the various partitions, and so passes from box to
 box, the camphor being condensed in pure white crystals on the
 walls and partitions as it cools down. The last box is fitted with
 an outlet of bamboo, which can be kept closely plugged with
 straw. This acts as a safety valve and enables one to ascertain
 whether condensation is perfect, as there should be little or no
 smell of camphor observable. In working, the still is loosely
 filled with the fresh prunings as brought in, the top put on and
 well luted with clay, water poured into the basin, and a fire lit to
 bring it rapidly to the boil. As soon as this occurs and a slight
 smell of camphor or eucalyptus can be smelt at the escape tube on
 the last box, the fire is reduced and the water merely kept hot for
 several hours. A good plan is to have a glass let into the cover of
 the first (or all) of the condensing boxes and as soon as vapour
 begins to condense on it to immediately reduce the fire to a
 minimum, as the object to be gained is to drive off all the
 camphor with as little steam as possible. A small wooden spigot
 in the top of the still makes it possible to ascertain when all smell
 of camphor has disappeared, but care must be taken when opening
 it not to become scalded. When completed, probably in 3 to
 4 hours, the door at the bottom of the still is opened, the prunings
 removed and the still recharged from the top. All water in the
 pan which contains much tannin, &c., in solution is changed by
 opening the overflow plug and pouring in a fresh quantity
 through the supply tube. During distillation it is necessary to
 occasionally add some water to the pan to maintain a constant
 level and prevent burning. To save time it would be best to
 have two stills connected with the condensers as with many
 citronella grass stills, since the one could be filled, while the other
 distillation was proceeding; the latter could then be allowed to
 cool down before opening without a loss of time. To preserve the
 heat in the top of the still and ensure the camphor passing away
 readily, the still should be thickly coated with clay or other non-
 conducting material, the Japanese method being to surround the
 still with cane work and ram clay into the space between.
 27432 B
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 "When a condenser is seen to contain sufficient camphor, it
 should be opened and the camphor carefully scraped out, every
 precaution being taken to keep it free from dirt, or fragments of
 any description; otherwise redistillation would be necessary if
 the best price is to be obtained. A wooden scraper should be
 used, contact with metal being avoided as far as possible, while in
 the moist condition. The camphor should be placed in a well-
 made box like a tea-chest having a perforated false bottom
 4 inches or 5 inches from the actual bottom and the top perfectly
 closed. In a few days, most of the oil will have drained into the
 lower portion of the box which should be zinc-lined and the dry
 camphor can be removed and carefully packed in zinc-lined cases
 for despatch.

 " By reducing the camphor-oil to a low temperature fully 50 to
 60 per cent. of solid camphor separates out and can be removed
 with a cloth strainer and well drained, the temperature being kept
 as low as possible, while the excess of oil is draining away.

 " Should any of the camphor be accidentally discoloured, it
 should be thrown back into the still with a subsequent charge of
 prunings for redistillation. The question of purification by sub-
 limation, redistillation of the oil for the production of safrol,
 white oil and other products will be fully gone into in the
 circular previously referred to and need not be discussed here.
 The chief uses of camphor are for the manufacture of celluloid,
 smokeless explosives, fireworks, &c., and medicinally in the
 treatment of influenza, dysentery and cholera. For the latter
 disease, it was used most successfully in Naples in 1854, all the
 cases treated recovering, and it was employed with equal success
 in Liverpool in 1866. Any outbreak of influenza increases
 consumption at once, but the chief demand is for the manufacture
 of smokeless powders and celluloid; it is also said to be employed
 in one of the numerous rubber substitutes now manufactured."

 XVIII.-CHLAMYDITES: A NEW GENUS OF
 COMPOSITAE.

 J. R. DRUMMOND.

 Char. gen.-Herba demissa, lanata, scapigera ; folia, plerumque
 radicalia, parva. Capitula heterogama, radiata homochroma ( ? );
 flosculi 9 omnes externi uniseriati ligulae-formes, breves, apice
 sub-acuto; ? in disco pluri-seriati infundibuliformes 5-lobulati,
 lobis aequalibus acutis, lobulo quoque sub apicem villorum cane-
 scentium crista flosculum supereminante externe ornato.
 Phyllaria infra connata involucrum poculiforme 5-vel pluri-
 lobatum formantia. Antherarum bases rotundatae integrae.
 Styli brachia sub-clavata denique acuminata, papillosa. Achaenia
 linearia sub-compressa hispida, omnia papposa; pappi setae
 oo seriatae, subaequales, barbellatae.

 Observ.-Asteroidearum sub-tribus " Heterochromearunm " hodie
 prompter nonnullas species in regione Indo-Sinensi nuper detectas
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